
Unique Internal Terrace Creates a Large Private Oasis With Pool, Terrace, BBQ and Wet Bar. As 

you enter the immense door of this contemporary home you find yourself inside a private refuge complete with oversized infinity 
edge pool, large sunning terrace, a huge outside dining area with fully equipped BBQ and Wet Bar.  Nestled on a private 889 Square 
Meter lot with mature trees and ample vegetation, this well designed house has 2,332 square feet of inside space and 5,057 total 
square feet including the covered terraces and outside living spaces.  There are 3 Bedrooms; each with their own private spa like 
bathroom.  Two outdoor showers are available for your convenience, one at the entrance to the house and another in the pool 
terrace area.  You park in an ample attached carport that leads into the hallway where you can leave beach clothing in the large 
utility/laundry room or go directly into the great room that has high ceilings and plenty of light leading out onto the pool terrace or 
the covered dining area and BBQ/Wet Bar with adjoining powder room.  The main bedroom is on the opposite side of the pool 
terrace and has a large spa like bathroom with separate tub and shower.  A private deck opens out from the bedroom overlooking 
the private back gardens.  The other 2 bedrooms both open directly out onto the pool terrace and feature large bathrooms with spa 
sized showers and plenty of natural light.  Furnish this brand new masterpiece and make it your own private paradise in Costa Rica.  
As an owner in Pacifico you will enjoy amenities like the private Beach Club, various Common Pools,  Spa and fitness Center, Tennis 
and sports Courts, Walking Trails and a Waterfall. Walk to a great selection of local restaurants, a wide range of shopping options, 
medical and dental professionals and a full gamut of services in Playas del Coco. Just 25 minutes to the Liberia International Airport 
and a short drive to various beaches and close to all the shopping, healthcare and services of the Papagayo area. 

CASA SOLANA PACIFICO LOT 123 – 3 Bed, 3 Bath, 2 Half Bath, Pool, Carport, Large Interior Terrace - $979,000 
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